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“The truth is, no one can get to health through vaccinations.
If a person is sickly, vaccines won’t help. If he’s healthy,
he doesn’t need vaccines.

“The bad news is, vaccines destroy. Whether it’s the so-
called adjuvants they put in the shots, the goop they think
are pieces of viruses (that don’t exist), the preservatives,
the lipid nanoparticles, the coatings on the particles, the
little segments of RNA—the injections attack the body. In all
sorts of ways. In all sorts of places.”
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When I think about what piece to write next, or when for the
moment my tank is empty, I come up with VACCINES. That’s the
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subject.

It’s been that way for a long time.

I could be accused of having a grand obsession, but this isn’t
the case. I’m responding to the civilizational obsession with
vaccination.

At the same time, it IS personal. Because of the outrage I
feel, watching medical storm troopers who have been on the
march for more than a hundred years.

Watching  their  arrogance,  their  blunt  stupidity,  their
“rational” madness. As they keep marching and invading.

If we were living in an absolute monarchy and I were King,
there would be hell to pay. The troopers would pay, dearly.

Over the past 35 years, I’ve written countless articles on
vaccination. I’ve run down the evidence from all the angles.
Now I’m left with the feeling when all the data detailing
crimes have been exhausted. I’m at the end of that trail.

It’s not THE end, though. Not by a long shot.

The troopers and their allies represent, for me, everything
that’s  insane  about  our  society—especially  the  bland
acceptance by the willing victims. The silent majority.

Including, of course, the educated classes, who proudly wear
their badges of science, the ultimate virtue signal. They live
in a harsh bombed out desert and think it’s a pretty garden.

Some of them watch their children go crazy from the shots,
suffering massive brain damage—and still these parents won’t
admit what happened.

They refuse to see what they saw.

—It might have been after a talk I gave. I had mentioned the
fact  that  improved  sanitation  and  nutrition  in  the  West



accounted for the decline in all sorts of illness—not the
widespread introduction of vaccines.

The  person  said,  “But  for  children  who  still  can’t  get
nutritious food, vaccines protect them.”

It was a mindless “save the children” remark.

Of course, when the body’s defense is chronically deficient, a
vaccine  isn’t  going  to  pump  it  up.  Because  there  isn’t
anything THERE to pump up. That’s a ridiculous fairy tale. And
a vaccine isn’t food.

Bill Gates tried to pull off the same sort of nonsense, when
he announced with great personal fanfare, that he’d just read
a book about contaminated water supplies in the Third World—as
if he’d just discovered what everyone else had known for 50
years.

So he said something like this: I saw that bad water accounted
for horrific chronic diarrhea, a killer. We have to clean up
the water. But meanwhile, my anti-diarrheal vaccine will help.

No it won’t. The sick child, who is wasting away, has no
immune system left. The vaccine won’t build up what isn’t
there.

—Belief  across  a  population  is  a  powerful  thing.  It  can
operate  like  a  bulldozer,  flattening  all  obstacles  and
objections. And at the end of the day, it stands naked, amid
the ruins. When the belief is demanding a solution that won’t
work. Vaccines.

I come from an era when vaccinations were few and far between.
A poke here, a stab there. There was no CDC shouting about
schedules. The big Pharma money wasn’t rolling in yet. The
predators knew the public wouldn’t go for 30 or 40 shots
during childhood.

But now it’s a lifeline. Oh, the kids will die if you don’t



shoot them up.

Bleeding heart liberals, clueless rubes, and Big Pharma. A
jackpot sales team.

And  a  bland  Howdy  Doody  monster  like  Bill  Gates  in  the
background, pouring billions of dollars into MORE vaccines.

As I predicted early on during Warp Speed, the introduction of
RNA  technology  was  going  to  create  a  bonanza  for  Pharma.
They’d redo every vaccine in the book with the new tech.
They’re working in that direction now.

Because vaccines injure and kill, this civilization is on
wartime footing. We’re under attack. Half the effort to censor
us is devoted to the vaccine issue. The enemy knows what’s at
stake.

If we take their prime weapon away from them—by walking away
from it in huge numbers—they fall.

After the COVID fiasco, when millions of people DID walk away
from the injection…the public is primed to take a look at the
whole range of vaccines.

I’ve watched some of the new pundits who appeared during COVID
to expose that shot. Some of them are close. They’re close to
seeing that the whole arsenal of vaccines is nothing less than
a doomsday weapon. They haven’t crossed that line yet. But
they’re on the verge.

I crossed the line in 1988, when I wrote AIDS INC. Because I
realized “the virus” wasn’t causing anything, I was looking
for real causes of immune suppression—since that was what so-
called AIDS was.

And that’s when I saw The Big One looming up on the horizon.
Vaccines.

I started talking to Health Freedom advocates who’d been in
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the trenches for decades. I started reading hard to find books
that investigated vaccines. And then, there it was.

I saw it.

I couldn’t look away from it.

Whatever  I  thought  a  career  in  journalism  was,  could  be,
should be, that career took a sharp turn.

I had no idea how much passivity I would encounter.

Pure, dumb, conformist passivity.

But with Warp Speed, and everything that followed, I saw the
apathy in the public begin to dissolve.

I saw foundational pillars begin to crack.

The truth is, no one can get to health through vaccinations.
If a person is sickly, vaccines won’t help. If he’s healthy,
he doesn’t need vaccines.

The bad news is, vaccines destroy. Whether it’s the so-called
adjuvants they put in the shots, the goop they think are
pieces of viruses (that don’t exist), the preservatives, the
lipid nanoparticles, the coatings on the particles, the little
segments of RNA—the injections attack the body. In all sorts
of ways. In all sorts of places.

In England, right at the start, when THE one shot was for
smallpox, there were whole cities with high vaccination rates
where people were dropping like flies. And cities where the
vaccination rate was low, people came through all right.

When the authorities finally began cleaning off the raw sewage
running down the city streets, when they installed public
sanitation systems, disease took a very sharp downturn.

These things aren’t hard to understand.



But they’ve been hidden from the public.

We’re looking at a revolution of simple truth. Which can be
spoken and delivered simply.

And widely.

By us all.

In this war.

During which we’re under attack.

Many  foot  soldiers  happen  to  be  doctors,  who  have  the
advantage of seeming neutral. They wave no flags. They salute
no dictator. They’re calm and rational. Nevertheless, they
wield the weapon, and they use it.

We can’t let that oddity deter us.

If you need a push, talk to the mother of a severely autistic
child.  That  is,  a  child  whose  brain  was  assaulted  by  a
vaccine. Have her tell you what she goes through every day of
her life, with that child.

It seems difficult to believe a modern civilization could have
gone so far off the track as this one has.

The difficulty in facing that fact is what drives people back
into their huts and their television screens and online games.

But you know, believing something that happens to be true and
then acting on it is more powerful than any civilization.

This is why I’m here. To tell you that.
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